I. INTRODUCTION
The networked control systems (NCSs) are control systems in which the control loop is closed over the real-time net works. The insertion of networks brings not only the advan tages for physical implementation, but also some challenging problems, such as network-induced delays, packet disorders, packet losses and data quantizations. Thus, the conventional control theories for point-to-point control systems must be reevaluated before applying them to the NCSs. In the past few years, various methodologies have been proposed for modeling, stability analysis, and controller design for NCSs.
The model predictive control (MPC) refers to a class of control strategies where, at each sampling instant, an optimization problem is solved to obtain the control policies for the current and a period of future time. The optimal solution is used to generate the current control move. At the next sampling time, the same optimization problem, with renewed system information, is solved to obtain the new control move. The receding horizon optimization via MPC can significantly improve the control performance, especial ly when the system uncertainties exist (see e.g. [1] ). The network-induced delays, packet disorders and packet losses in NCS naturally introduce the uncertainties and, hence, it is necessary to extend the robust MPC to the networked environment. There are many nice works considering the stabilization of NCS with MPC (see, e.g., [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] ). In comparison, the present paper considers a typical synthesis approach of MPC (see e.g. [8] ), i.e., guarantees the closed-loop stability whenever the optimization problem is feasible, based on the recursive feasibility of the optimization problem, taking the optimal value of the performance index as a Lyapunov function.
In [9] (based on [10], [11] , [12] , [13] ), an augmented closed-loop model and the corresponding synthesis approach of MPC are given for the NCS with bounded packet losses in the sensor to controller (S-C) and the controller to actuator (C-A) links. This paper generalizes the main results to incor porate bounded delays. The network-induced delay is widely known as a potential source of degrading the performance and even causing instability. There are various approaches to remove the adverse effect of network-induced delay (see, e.g., the uncertain system approach in [14] and [15] , the impulsive system approach in [16] , the stochastic system approach in [17] and [18] , and time delay system approach in [19] ). It is more difficult to study NCS with delays in both SoC and C-A links, than to consider it only in one of the links. For the time-invariant control law, [19] and [20] have combined the SoC and C-A delays. However, for the on-line refreshed control law, such as MPC, the approach of combining the delays in both links is not favorable. In MPC, since the controller has to estimate when the received data were sent and predict when the control command will arrive at the actuator, it is necessary to analyze the delays in the two links respectively. In [21] , a jump linear system model is provided based on Markov chains, where the delays in both links are respectively considered, but MPC and arbitrary 978-1-4799-5825-2114/$3l.00 ©2014 IEEE bounded delays have not been considered. In comparison, this paper proposes a synthesis approach of MPC considering the network-induced delays and packet losses, in S-C and C-A links respectively.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II establishes the model of NCS and the basic stability result. Section III addresses the synthesis approach of the networked MPC. Section IV provides a numerical example to illustrate the effectiveness of the presented MPc. Finally, Section V gives some concluding remarks.
Notation: I is the identity matrix with appropriate dimen sion. For any vector x and matrix W, Il x ll � := x T Wx. x(k+ i l k) is the value of vector x at a future time k + i predicted at time k. The symbol * is used to induce symmetric matrices. A value with superscript * corresponds to the optimal solution of the optimization problem.
II. MODELING OF NCS WITH BOUNDED DELAYS AND PACKET LOSSES
As depicted in Figure 1 , the plant is
where A and B are constant matrices of appropriate dimen sions; u ( k) E ryt m and x( k) E rytn are the input and the state of the plant, respectively; u( k) E ryt m and x( k) E rytn are the output and the input of the controller, respectively. The following assumptions hold in this paper.
(i) The data x and u are time-stamped.
(ii) The sensor is clock driven, i.e., it sends x( k) into the network at each sampling instant k.
(iii) The controller is event driven, i.e., at sampling instant k, iff buffer 1 receives new data, then the controller chooses the data with the latest time-stamp, and, iff the controller receives data with an increased time-stamp, then it calculates the control move. (iv) The actuator is event driven, i.e., at sampling instant k, iff buffer 2 receives new data, then the actuator chooses the data with the latest time-stamp, and, iff the actuator receives data with an increased time-stamp, then it updates the input of the plant.
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A. Data transmissions in S-C and C-A links
For S-C link, the network-induced delays, packet disorders and packet losses are considered. Hence, the following three cases may happen.
(i) There is no packet arriving at buffer 1. The control move is not calculated. (ii) There is one data packet arriving at buffer 1. If the time-stamp of this data is later than that of the previous utilized data, then this data is utilized by the controller to calculate the control move. (iii) More than one data packets arrive at buffer 1. The controller chooses the data with the latest time-stamp and performs as in case (ii).
Then, it is clear that only a part of the sensed state can affect the controller. Define k, as the index such that x( <;-) is x( k,).
The time sequence c/o := {j1,j2,j3," ' } is obtained, where be the maximum packet loss upper bounds in the S-C and C-A links, respectively (see [9] ). Note that the simultaneous packet arrivals, and the packet disorders, equivalently lead to the packet losses, but are not included in d1 and d2. If d1 = d2 = 1, then x(k) and u(k), for all k � 0, arrive the buffers 1 and 2, respectively. Correspondingly, d1 + 71 := maXj/ , jl+l EJo(jl+1-jl) and d2+72 := maxi/ ,il+1E..9'o (il +l iL) are the maximum intermittent interval bounds in S-C and C-A links, respectively. This paper considers the arbitrary bounded delay and intermittent interval process as specified in the following definitions.
The bounded delay process is defined as It is shown that {jr, llr} is a pair which satisfies jr = (nr and j r ::; llr for all r 2: 1.
For the bounded delays and packet losses as defined in Definitions 1-2, jr -kjr E 51, (2) llr -jr + 1 E 2"2, (3) llr -kjr + 1 E §3, (4) llr+1 -llr, llr+l -jr, llr+l -kjr E 2"3,
where §3 . -{I, 2 , ... ,71 + 72 + d2} and 2"3 . {I, 2 , ... ,71 + d1 + 72 + d2 -I}.
Proof According to Definition 1 and the definition of kjr, (2) holds. According to Definition 2 and jr = (nr, (3) holds. Considering both (2) and (3) yields (4) . Consider the extremal case, where llr = jr = kjr, llr+l-jr+l = 72+d2-1 and jr +l -kjr = 71 + d1 (e.g., jr +l -kjr +l = 71 and kjr+ l -kjr = d l ), it has llr+l -llr = llr+l -jr = llr+l -kjr = 71 + d l + 72 + d2 -1. Therefore, (5) holds.
• Remark 1: When 71 = 72 = 0, "Proposition 7" of [9] is recovered from Proposition 1. For NCS as studied, a COlmnon approach is to combine all the delays and packet losses in S C and C-A links as an input delay. However, when the control law is on-line refreshed, such as MPC, this common approach is no longer appropriate. Our paradigm of investigating the network-induced delays and packet losses in respective links is essential to the strict synthesis approaches of deterministic MPC.
C. The new closed-loop model of NCS and the basic stability results
Suppose the control law is u = K X, where K is to be designed. At each jl, the controller calculates U(jl). For jl ::; 2632 k < jl+1, u(k) = U(jl) is sent into the network. U(jl) may be or may not be applied to the plant, of which the controller does not know a priori. Considering the control input u( llr) = Kx(jr) = Kx(kjJ, and the definitions of / and .. Jf, the closed-loop system for all k 2: III becomes x(k + 1) =A k -nr+l X(llr) + B k -nr+lKx(kjJ, llr ::; k < llr+l' (6) where Bj = 2:: �:� A S B for any integer j > O. According to Proposition 1, a number of d1(T1 + T2 + d2) + �(T1 + 72 + d2) (71 + 72 + d2 -1) different deterministic models can be drawn from (6) . Similar to [9] , by defining
and taking into account all the deterministic models, (6) 
is shown that analyzing the stability of (7) is equivalent to that of (6).
Since both this paper and [9] introduce the augmented state space technique to study NCS, the NCS model (7) has the same form as in [9] . However, (7) applies to more network phenomena than the model in [9] . By generalizing "Remark 8" in [9] , it is easy to show that, the closed-loop system (7) is asymptotically stable if there exist positive-definite matrices Ppt such that <I>�tP hl <I> P t -Ppt < 0, t, I E %, p E §(t), hE §(l). (8) For reducing the computational burden, let Ppt = P for all t E �3 and all p E �(t). Denote Q = p -l and G pt G ll G 12 G l,TI +T2+d2 
where KG in lpptGpt yields Y. In this case, the state feedback gain is given by K = Y G -1 .
Proof This is similar to [9] .
•
III. A SYNT HESIS ApPROACH OF MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL
One of the major advantages of MPC is to explicitly con sider the physical constraints. The input and state constraints considered in this paper are:
{I, 2, ... , m }; 1/; := [ 1/;1,1/;2"", 1/; q ] , 1/;s > 0, sE q := {I, 2, ... , q}; W E 9-\ q x n . Hence, the purpose is to design a networked MPC that stabilizes the system (7), at the same time satisfying (10).
A. Optimization problem for networked MPC
The synthesis approach of MPC lets K be time-varying and on-line optimizes it. Thus, the on-line determined control law is u(k) = U(jl) = K(jI)X(jl) for jl � k < jl +l and all I � 1. The sensor sends Sact = [sact(k -I), sact(k -2)" " ,sact(k -71 -72 -d2 + 1)] along with x(k) to the controller, at each time k. For any i E {I, 2, ... ,71 
,,!,Q,K( j t) !l
u(n S1+Tl jI) = K(jl)X(jsl +Tl jI) = K(jl)X(kj s1+T IjI ),
Il z(nSl ljI ) II�-l � I,
Il z(llsl +T+ll j dll�-1 -ll z(n Sl+TljI ) II�-1
where n = {nS1+T -kj s1+T + 1 E �3, nS1+T+l -kj s1+T E 2'3, 7 � o}, I!2 and !!4: are positive-definite weighting matrices. The time-dependence of the MPC decision vari ables is often omitted for brevity. In problem (11)- (15), the performance cost 'Y, the real-time condition on the augmented state (14), and the stability constraint (15), are provided by generalizing those in [1] . Equation (13) is the c1osed loop state prediction which is obtained by taking (6) as the prediction model. The purpose of this problem is to find {K (jI), Q} such that (7) is asymptotically stable with a common Lyapunov matrix Q -l . Note that the controller does not know a priori whether or not the current jl will be equal to jr (for a r) and, hence, it assumes that jl = j Sl ' It is not necessary to know the value of Sl � 1.
B. The linear matrix inequality solution and basic properties
Since the problem (11)-(15) is the "min-max" optimization problem, it is recommendable to convert it into a linear matrix inequality (LMI) optimization problem. By applying the Schur complement, (14) is equivalent to
Denote zt(nsl l jl) :
For calculating zt(ns1IJl), it is noted that
where, in general, u( kj, + s) is uncertain (i.e., the controller does not know its exact value) since there are bounded time delays in the networks. If u(kj,) = u(jl-d (i.e., the previous u calculated by the controller has affected the closed-loop system), then
and Zt (is, I Jl) can be exactly calculated. Similar to Theorem 1, denote K(j I ) = YC -1 . By taking a procedure the same as in [9] , it is shown that (15) can be guaranteed by
,%'!y 0 0 : 1 ;::: 0, t E Ei13, 
where all the blocks in Q are of the same dimension. Then, the following Lemma is obtained similar to "Lemma 10" in [9] . Lemma 1: Suppose there exist a scalar " symmetric ma trices f, Z, Q, and any matrices C pt, Y such that (l7), (20) and the following inequalities are satisfied:
C T + C _ Q tt ; ] ;::: 0, t E Ei13, Y C T + C _ Q ll ; ] ;::: 0, pE23,
;]
;::: 0,
where Zss (f ss) is the s-th diagonal element of Z (r). Then, the input and state constraints in (12) are satisfied.
In summary, for u( kj,) = U(jl-d, the optimization prob lem (11)- (15) Figure 1 (where the bounded delays and packet losses as in Definitions 1-2 occur), the optimization problem (26) is solved at {j1, j2, ... } until it becomes feasible at jft, n ;::: 1, and after jft the opti mization problem (26) is solved only when it happens that u(kj,) = U(jl-l ). Then, (26) will be feasible for all jl > jft whenever it is solved, and the receding horizon sending of the control move u(k) = K(jl)X(j d , jl � k < j/ +1 , I ;::: 1 guarantees satisfaction of (10), and the closed-loop system is exponentially stable.
Proof Denote f! : = I + 1. Firstly, consider the case when u( kje) = u(jI) holds for all l ;::: n. In this case, the conclusion follows exactly as in [9] . The augmented state of the closed-loop system exponentially converges with respect to the Lyapunov matrix Q* -l (jI). Note that although [9] has not considered the bounded time-delays, the on-line optimization problem in [9] is structurally the same as (26).
Secondly, consider the general case when u(kje) = u(j d does not necessarily hold for all l ;::: n. For u(kje) i=-U(jl), the control law is not refreshed, and K(je) = K(jl) is feasible and applied. In a similar way, it can be shown that the augmented state of the closed-loop system converges with respect to the Lyapunov matrix Q -l (jI), taking Q(je) = Q(jse-d if u(kje) i=-u(j I). In summary, the conclusion holds.
• Remark 2: In the first case for the proof of Theorem 2, we need the fact that any possible z(ise Ij e) is included in the realizations of z*(ise l jse-d. This fact does not hold if the controller does not know the value of jse-1 at je. On the other hand, if the controller knows the value of jse-1 at je, then it has to be jse-1 = JL. Due to this reason, in this paper, the optimization problem (26) is solved again at each jl only when it happens that u(kj,) = u(jl-d.
IV. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In the following, d1 = d2 = 2, 71 = 72 = 2 and ,%' = 1,.£2 = I, and the packet losses and time-delays are randomly generated within their respective bounds.
Consider the angular positioning system from [1] , [9] , i.e., 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a synthesis approach of networked MPC has been introduced to deal with the problem of NCS with both the bounded delays and bounded packet losses. By analyzing the effects of delays and packet losses, in S-C and C-A links respectively, on the closed-loop system, a novel model which can be used to deal with the problem of on-line refreshed control law in NCS, is established. Then, a synthesis approach of MPC is proposed which explicitly considers the satisfaction of input and state constraints. It is straightforward to include the data quantizations for the technique in this paper (see [22] ).
